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Triple Frontier opens in limited theatrical release Wednesday, March 6,
and begins streaming on Netflix Wednesday, March 13.
“Back in Minnesota, one of the only ways you could leave the farm was through sport. That’s
why everybody in the Midwest—or at least where I grew up—is a triathlete. We all just wanted to
get out. But for me, the way to get out was acting.” — Garrett Hedlund
Triple Frontier centers on a group of former Special Forces operatives who reunite to plan a
heist in a sparsely populated multi-border zone of South America. For the first time in their
prestigious careers these unsung heroes undertake this dangerous mission for self instead of
country. While each of them has served the U.S. in multiple operations—
and been wounded as a reward—they still don't have the money to put kids
in college, so a new plan dangles that money in front of their faces. But
when events take an unexpected turn and threaten to spiral out of control,
their skills, their loyalties and their morals are pushed to a breaking point in
an epic battle for survival.
IMTA alum Garrett Hedlund stars in Triple Frontier alongside Ben
Affleck, Oscar Isaac, Charlie Hunnam, Adria Arjona and Pedro Pascal. The
film is directed by Academy Award nominee J.C. Chandor and co-written
by Chandor and Academy Award winner Mark Boal. The action feature is
set to join the exclusive group of Netflix original films that get a theatrical release in select
theaters before premiering on the streaming service.
Hedlund, who broke into Hollywood in 2004’s Troy, has often described in past interviews his
beginning days in Hollywood where he would go months between projects but refused to give
up. “I just knew I wanted to do film because I knew that film affected me. When I went into a
theatre, it could change something that was going on with me,”
Hedlund said. Since then he has appeared in such critically
acclaimed films as Friday Night Lights, Inside Llewyn Davis,
Country Strong, Billy Lynn’s Long Halftime Walk, and
Mudbound, and box office financial hits such as Eragon,
Unbroken and Tron: Legacy.
Now the in-demand actor has little downtime, with numerous projects on the horizon, including
Dirt Music, which is currently filming in Australia. Hedlund stars opposite Kelly Macdonald and
David Wenham in the drama, which is about a troubled loner’s encounter with a woman in a
loveless marriage. Hedlund also co-stars in Dreamland, a thriller produced by and starring
Margot Robbie, which follows a teenager whose adventures as a bounty hunter take an
unexpected twist. The film is scheduled for release sometime in 2019. And he will soon begin
filming The Sound of Philadelphia, in which a grieving brother turns to his family's criminal
connections to seek revenge against the person who killed his sister. Matthias Schoenaerts and
Scoot McNairy also star.
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